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About This Game

Earn to Die 2 is a 2D side-scrolling driving and upgrade game where you steer vehicles through a zombie apocalypse, literally
smashing through zombie hordes along the way. As you progress through the game you will unlock new vehicles, upgrading

them into the ultimate zombie-smashing machines!

The latest incarnation of the popular web game series; Earn to Die 2 offers hours more gameplay with new vehicles, levels and
an unlockable Missions Mode. This isn’t just a port of the web versions – Earn to Die 2 has been re-built and re-engineered

from the ground up with significantly more content, full-HD gameplay and is playable at 60fps.

Key Features

An action-packed Story Mode, 10 times longer than the web versions

Awesome ragdoll physics. Smash into zombies and send them flying.

10 vehicles, including a sports car, a police car and even an ice cream van. Be sure to upgrade them with armored
frames, roof-mounted guns, boosters and more.

A city setting with multi-tiered levels. Drive over highway overpasses, via underground tunnels and smash through epic
zombie-filled factories.
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Destructible vehicles. Watch your vehicle get smashed into smithereens if you're not too careful! Thankfully vehicles
auto-repair themselves after each drive.

For those who complete Story Mode, a Missions Mode awaits.

Full HD gameplay and playable at 60fps.

And did we mention the epic zombie-filled factories?
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Title: Earn to Die 2
Genre: Action, Indie, Racing
Developer:
Toffee Games
Publisher:
Not Doppler
Release Date: 5 May, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Dual Core 1.7Ghz

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: 512MB

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 300 MB available space

English,French,Italian,German,Japanese,Korean,Russian,Simplified Chinese,Traditional Chinese,Turkish
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I really wanted to like this product but I am so sorry I wasted my money on it. This thing is full of problems. I had the free
version on my gear vr and it also had problems but I saw the good reviews here so I tried it on my Rift, I used it for panic attacks
only to find it caused more problems then it was worth.

I would strap my rift on and fire up the program only to have it crash 50% of the time, the graphics are nice when you look
straight on but when you move around you see a lot of 2d images. Sometime the sound doesn't play at all and when it does it
never plays through my headset always my speakers no matter what settings I change.

My biggest problem is the crashing and lack of support. I completely feel that this title has been abandoned and I would be
shocked if the dev will update it further. So sadly I must say stay away from this one.. I absolutely love this game. It feels easy at
the start, but gets really challenging level by level. The sound effects and music also make the game feel amazing. The
progression system in the game is well done, and doesn't really feel grindy at all. Each level feels like they have something new
to offer, although I am only 2 hours in, and can't say that for sure on the other levels. The dev suggest that you play on
controller, but I didn't find the keyboard experience that much harder, and actually I preferred using keyboard.

Is it worth the price?
The games price might feel a bit too much for "arcady" kind of game, but this game has a lot more to offer than what's on the
surface. Hell, I am 2 hours into the game, and already feel like it was worth my money. There is probably atleast 100 hours of
content and challenges in the base game, and there is also the active workshop communtiy making new levels constantly.

TL;DR: Worth the price, more so if it hits the sales.
. I wonder how many Pixel Puzzles game are out there in the Steam Store, Decaying Logic what the actual ♥♥♥♥. At first I
thought I wouldn't like it and it would be just another generic slingshot game... I was wrong. This game is amazing!. I simply
love this game. Its all about micromanaging your business. You need another workshop? Build it but are the people satisfied?
No? Then take care of their needs or no one will work for you! Be sure to remember about housing!
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quot;Sophie appears, like a hero,
to lend a helping hand in the time of dire need."
Love it, Sophie-chan <3
btw it run 144 fps on my pc
1 thing i don't like is where the full field map button. Russian life Simulator is a small, short but still very fun for the small time
you need to complete the game.

it's an ironic game with funny and cool small references to the meme culture around Russia.
the game is quite new and is still developing, so i'll give it some time to fix some bugs and other things that need to be fixed.

it's a solid 7\/10. Short but genuinely unsettling. I was impressed with how effectively such a small environment could be
manipulated to evoke such a feeling of confusion and desperation.. Fantastic! Simply fantastic!. where is the summer bikini? we
need that. Wow, What can I say I want to see this out of interest. It looked erie from the screenshots, reminded me of Kings Field
for some reason.

Unfortunately turns out this is not a game really, I'm not sure what it is. All 6 levels are an open space with one little area to search
and collect and Item. Level 2 is a tower in forest. The tower is about 6x6m and 5 levels tall, 3 enemys killed in one shot lift a
crytstal level done. literally 10mins and your done, finished with the game.

Not all is bad. the music is very good adds a rellly nice haunted untertone to the game. I also repesct the fact that the person whom
made it put a lot of time in to it. It would have been hard to learn how to create and edit, something i can't do or would ever bother
trying. I really did like the simple and erie look to the game, just wish there was a game here to back it up with. But for $1.50 what
do you expect.

Just not sure why this was put on steam or how it passed any level of quality control by steam. There is no game here it is just more
someones muck around with Unity. Going by this I could literally create a game title sceen 10mins of anything you have semi
control over and bam its a game on steam.

Finally though for $1.50, I guess I got what I paid for. It will keep me entertained for an hour or so checking for anythign else I've
missed and seeing what maxing the spells does if anything. So for a Buck Fifty yeah I'll recommend it. You can get much for that
but you can get this ;). The player is presented with moral choices, to take the easy way out of debt or to try and make a decent
living whilst paying off the debt slowly.

Have I tried beating the game the hard way (only selling produce on non-cowdemon milk, aka not unlocking any CG)? Nope.

Will I try to beat the game the hard way? Nope.

But the question is always, why should you play this.

The answer: Steam Trading Cards and Twintails, no other reason.
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